Watts Bar Nuclear Plant
Pre-Submittal Meeting for Proposed License Amendment
Request Regarding 120 V AC Vital Buses
December 20, 2017
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Opening Remarks
•
•

•

•

WBN has transitioned to a two-unit operating site.
Due to the commonality of the vital bus loads, performing
maintenance on 120V AC vital buses for a shutdown unit affects
operability on the operating unit.
Due to the unique design of the 120V AC vital buses, performing
maintenance with one unit operating and the other unit shutdown
the current two-hour completion time poses challenges to
performing the maintenance of the vital buses within the current
two-hour completion of TS 3.8.9 Condition B.
The LAR will extend the completion time from two to eight hours
when maintenance is performed on a vital bus on a shutdown unit
when the opposite unit is in operation.
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System Overview
• The onsite Class 1E AC electrical distribution system
supplies electrical power to two power trains shared between
the two units.
• Some safety-related system loads are shared between the
units.
• Shared loads are distributed across both unit’s 120V AC vital
buses.
• The core cooling and containment cooling system (ESF)
loads are unitized to the respective unit’s shutdown boards
and 120V AC vital buses.
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System Overview
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120V Vital Distribution Board
Each row bus on
the board is
seismically
supported by the
cover. Removal of
the cover to access
the breakers
renders the board
inoperable, but
available.
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Current Vital Bus Testing Requirements
•

•

•

Technical Requirement Manual (TRM) Surveillance Requirement (SR)
3.8.1 requires an 18-month functional test on > 10% population of
breakers. Some of these breakers are located on the 120V AC vital
boards.
FSAR 8.3.1.4.2 states that a 72-month testing is performed of 100% of
the Class 1E Molded Case Circuit Breakers (MCCBs) and a 96-month
testing is performed of 100% of the non-Class1E MCCBs. Those
breakers not impacted by the TRM requirement are impacted by this
FSAR requirement.
MCCB panel covers are required for seismic integrity and, therefore
operability. MCCBs are not individually bolted, rather held in place by
panel covers.
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120V Vital Distribution Board Maintenance
Replace 120V AC Breakers
1.
Replace local panel top bolts and washers with temporary studs.
Remove bottom bolts and washers and slide local panel out along
studs. Remove panel as necessary for access to breakers.
2.
Adjust or replace tie-wrap to temporarily support electrical bus bar, as
needed.
3.
Remove existing breaker and install replacement breaker, as required.
4.
Torque replacement breaker/ instrument wire connector
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120V Vital Distribution Board
Load Breaker Access
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120V Vital Distribution Board Maintenance (cont’d)
•

•
•

Maintenance activity on a 120 V AC vital bus necessitates removal of
a panel cover that is required to be in place for the seismic integrity of
the bus.
There will be less impact to both the vital bus segment and plant LCO
if multiple MCCBs may be replaced with each panel cover removal.
Replacing multiple MCCBs or encountering problems with a
replacement may jeopardize the current two-hour completion time for
a 120V AC vital board, that could result in an unwarranted down power
based on the plant configuration and associated load impact.
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Technical Evaluation Highlights
•

The eight-hour completion time takes into consideration:
–

1) TS 3.8.9 is in effect for the unit not under outage. The opposite unit’s 120V AC vital boards only
supply power to some shared features. The TS LCOs of these shared feature systems are greater
than eight hours.

–

2) TS 3.8.10 is in effect for the unit under outage. This TS requires support features of the AC vital
bus which is inoperable are to be declared inoperable when in Mode 5 and 6, during movement or
irradiated fuel assemblies.

•

For individual MCCB preventive maintenance requirements, a vital board may remain
energized, yet not qualified due to seismic limitations when access cover is removed.

•

The limited application of the new eight-hour completion to the non-operating unit prevents
unnecessary operating plant transients while allowing for performance of maintenance.
This additional flexibility for maintenance increases reliability for both units.

TS

Common
System TS
Evaluation

3.3.7
3.3.8
3.6.9
3.7.4
3.7.7

LCO Applicability

LCO Impact

Control Room Emergency Ventilation System
(CREVS) Actuation Instrumentation

7 Days

Auxiliary Building Gas Treatment System
(ABGTS) Actuation Instrumentation
Emergency Gas Treatment System (EGTS)
Atmospheric Dump Valves
Component Cooling System (CCS)

7 Days
7 Days
72 Hours
72 Hours

3.7.8

Essential Raw Cooling Water (ERCW)
System

3.7.10

Control Room Emergency Ventilation System
(CREVS)

7 Days

3.7.11

Control Room Emergency Air Temperature
Control System (CREATCS)

30 Days

3.7.12

Auxiliary Building Gas Treatment System
(ABGTS)

7 Days

72 Hours
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Current TS Requirements
•
•

•

•

WBN Units 1 and 2 TS 3.8.9, “Distribution Systems – Operating,” applies
when the units are in Modes 1 through 4.
Condition B of TS 3.8.9 requires that when one or more AC vital buses
in one channel are inoperable to restore the inoperable AC vital bus(es)
to operable status within two hours.
Single unit operation currently requires the eight 120V AC busses to be
operable when in Modes 1 through 4 such that a dual unit outage would
be required for any maintenance activity extending more than two hours.
As noted in TS Bases 3.9.9.B.1, the current two-hour limit is more
conservative than Completion Times allowed for the vast majority of
components that are without adequate vital AC power.
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Proposed TS 3.8.9 Changes and Basis for Changes
The proposed TS 3.8.9 changes will:
• Add a new Condition C to increase the completion time for an
inoperable AC vital bus channel fed from the opposite unit that is in
Modes 4, 5, or defueled from two hours to eight hours.
-

•
•

This change will allow sufficient time for MCCB breaker preventive maintenance.
Board is still energized and operating but it is inoperable from a seismic
qualification standpoint.

Recognize the dual unit common load effect by adding this new,
separate completion time for the opposite unit’s Vital 120V AC.
As noted previously, the proposed eight-hour completion time is
more conservative than the completion times associated with the
shared vital loads.
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Proposed TS 3.8.9 Changes and Basis for Changes
The proposed TS 3.8.9 changes will also:
• Add a new Condition D when one or more Unit 2 AC vital bus in one
channel inoperable for reasons other than Condition C with the
same completion times as current Condition B
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Proposed WBN 1
TS 3.8.9
Changes
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Proposed WBN 2
TS 3.8.9
Changes
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Proposed
WBN 1
TS 3.8.9
Bases
Changes
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Proposed
WBN 2
TS 3.8.9
Bases
Changes
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Regulatory Precedent
•

•

While there is no an exact precedent for the proposed change, the
eight-hour completion time for the proposed TS 3.8.9 Condition C for
an inoperable vital bus is also consistent with other operating
nuclear plants TS [e.g., Sequoyah (SQN), Arkansas, Davis-Besse,
Farley, River Bend].
The Notes associated with the proposed TS 3.8.9 Condition C are
also similar to those in SQN TS 3.8.9, Condition D.
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Schedule for Submittal
•
•
•

•

12/20/18 – Pre-submittal meeting with NRC
1/31/18 - Submit LAR to NRC
Request NRC approval by 1/31/19 with a 60-day implementation
date to support the WBN Unit 2 outage scheduled for Spring 2019
(U2R2).
March 2018 – Telecon or meeting to discuss any NRC questions
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Summary
Unit
Independence

Dual Unit
Dependence

The proposed two to eight-hour completion
time increase for an in-operable 120V Vital
Board considers the impact of common
loads required for an operating unit while
providing a window for maximizing
maintenance for the opposite unit when
under outage conditions.
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Closing Remarks
•
•

•

•

Proposed LAR is needed to support a two-unit operating site at
WBN.
Due to the commonality of the vital bus loads, performing
maintenance on 120V AC Vital buses for a shutdown unit affects
operability on the operating unit.
The LAR will extend the completion time from two to eight hours
when maintenance is performed on a shutdown unit when the
opposite unit is in operation
This LAR is needed to support the WBN Unit 1 outage scheduled
for Fall 2018.
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